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Equip Outdoor Technologies UK, owners of the Rab and Lowe 
Alpine brands, has a new two-year partnership with the 
outdoor educational charity, The Outward Bound Trust.

The alliance sees Equip UK and Outward Bound working together 
on an educational character development programme. Together they’ll 
help 48 young people defy their limitations through learning and 
adventure in the wild during a five-day residential course at Outward 
Bound Ullswater in the Lake District National Park.

With both organisations sharing a passion for encouraging more 
young people to experience the power, freedom, mental and physical 
benefits of the great outdoors, this partnership sees Equip UK helping 
in very positive and proactive ways.

Equip UK are providing funding for two projects within the 
programme:
1.  Enabling 24 financially disadvantaged students from Harris Primary 

School, in Preston, to attend a five-day Outward Bound programme. 
The support isn’t just financial, Equip UK employees Philippa Hill 
and Amber Brown will join the programme, acting as Ambassadors, 
mentoring and supporting the pupils before, during and after their 
residential.  

2.  An additional 24 young people from around the UK will also be able 
to apply for financial assistance to attend an educational residential 
through Outward Bound’s bursary scheme.
Giles Polito, Commercial Director at Equip UK, said: “Outward 

Bound and Equip UK understand the inspiration and power that can 
be harnessed through wilderness environments. We share the same 
enthusiasm to help engage and positively influence more young people 
to experience the multiple benefits of the most dynamic classroom 
available – the great outdoors.”

Nick Barrett, CEO, The Outward Bound Trust, added: “We are 
delighted to have Equip UK’s support for the work we do to enable more 
and more young people to have adventures and to learn -  regardless of 
their financial circumstances. We welcome partnerships from within 
the outdoor industry, such as this one, as they help make this happen.”

Equip UK joins The Outward Bound Trust 
in supporting and inspiring young people

Anna, 21, is from the Lake 
District and has been climbing 
since the age of ten. She will 
represent the brand and help 
develop and test its next generation 
of high-performance outdoor 
clothing and equipment. Anna 
is also set to accompany fellow 
Berghaus athlete Leo Houlding and 
his team on a major expedition later 
this year.

Anna Taylor started out as a 
competition climber, but soon 
discovered that she preferred being 
outdoors and was attracted to the 
mental challenges presented by 
trad climbing. With this as her core 
focus, she became Neil Gresham’s 
training partner in 2016 and has 
gone on to chalk up an impressive 
list of routes. 

Anna climbed her first E7 and 
flashed her first E6 aged 19, and 
has made the first female ascent of 
several routes graded from E6 to 
E8. In May this year, she climbed 
five E7 routes, including three in a 
week. Some of Anna’s notable climbs 
include: My Halo (E7 6b) in the 
Llanberis slate quarries, without the 
mid-height bolt; Obsession Fatale 
(E8 6b) at the Roaches; Disorderly 
Conduct (E8 6c) at Reecastle Crag; 
and the first ascent of Priceless (E7 
6b) at Thrang Crags in Langdale last 
month.

Anna’s reputation and profile 
has continued to grow in climbing 
circles. Last year, she was the focus 
of Al Lee’s film Just Anna, which 
featured in the Brit Rock film tour, 
and she will appear in future Gutsy 
Girls and Reel Rock film tours.

SIGG and 2 Minute Beach Clean 
join forces in raising funds
SIGG has launched a 
range of special edition 
bottles in support of 
#2minutebeachclean.

Up to 50 per cent of sales goes 
back to the charity to help fund the 
great work it does in encouraging 
people to spend just two minutes 
cleaning up plastic waste from our 
beaches, rivers and streets.

The #2minutebeachclean 
initiative, has over 500 beach 
clean boards located around 
the coastline of the British Isles 
where litter pickers and bags are 
provided for anyone to spend a few 
minutes to pick up litter and make 

TRAD CLIMBER ANNA 
TAYLOR HAS JOINED  
THE BERGHAUS TEAM

ANNA TAYLOR (PICTURED LEADING A ROUTE IN HODGE 
CLOSE QUARRY IN THE LAKE DISTRICT) HAS HER EYES 

ON AN EXCITING FUTURE WITH BERGHAUS

Bridgedale has been the 
recommended sock of choice 
on The Duke of Edinburgh’s 

Award (DofE) Recommended 
Kit List for the last 11 years.

From September 1, 2019, 
a new three-year contract 
will be signed which will 

recommend all styles 
in the HIKE category. 

Previously only a few styles 
in the HIKE collection were 

recommended but now 
all HIKE styles as well as 

men’s and women’s Coolmax 
Liners will be on The Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award Kit List.

The socks are 
recommended to anyone 
who is undertaking their 

Bronze, Silver or Gold Award. 
The DofE has thoroughly 
tested all the HIKE styles 

before recommending them 
resulting in some extremely 
positive feedback including 
– ‘Really comfortable socks, 
washed exceptionally well, 

padding and cushioning 
gave added comfort, great 

performance and excellent 
longevity, no movement or 

slippage reducing chance of 
blisters.’

Peter Schooling, 
Commercial Director - The 

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, 
said: “Bridgedale socks 

have been on The Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award Kit List 
for many years and we are 

delighted that the full HIKE 
range will feature. Bridgedale 
HIKE socks are comfortable, 
functional and hard wearing, 

making them ideal for DofE 
participants, leaders and 
volunteers when out on 

expedition. The wider range 
now offers a bigger selection 

of price points and options 
for warmth and fit depending 

on the time of year, location 
and footwear.”

Mark Brennan - Managing 
Director – Bridgedale said: 
“We are very pleased and 

proud that Bridgedale has 
been chosen to be on the 

recommended Kit List for all 
The DofE participants. We 
can now offer an extremely 

comprehensive range of socks 
within our HIKE category 

with something to suit 
everyone. We pride ourselves 

on producing only the very 
best products with tried and 

tested technologies, yarns 
and specific fits, and the 

fact they are recommended 
by this prestigious youth 

achievement award charity 
proves that Bridgedale 

continues to be the sock of 
choice.”

Bridgedale sign 
new three-

year contract 
with The Duke 
of Edinburgh’s 

Award

Berghaus aims high as trad climber Anna Taylor 
joins the team

In November, Anna will be the 
sole female member of a team led 
by fellow Berghaus athlete Leo 
Houlding, on a climbing expedition 
to South America.

Berghaus has signed up Anna 
to expand its athlete team with 
emerging home-grown talent. As 
part of a wider strategy to refresh 
and highlight the pioneering 
spirit at its heart, the brand is 
supporting a new generation 
of bold individuals who will 
push the boundaries of modern 
mountaineering and exploration. 
As well as being an active brand 
ambassador for Berghaus, Anna 
will also play an important role as 
the company continues to improve 
and increase its range of women’s 

specific kit. Anna will work closely 
with the brand’s product team 
as it designs, develops and tests 
new high-performance outdoor 
clothing, footwear and equipment.

Kev McFadyen, brand director 
at Berghaus, said: “Anna is one of 
the most exciting young climbers 
in the UK trad scene, and we’re 
delighted to have her join the 
Berghaus team. Just like us, she 
has big plans for the future, and 
we look forward to supporting 
her adventures - starting this 
November with her trip to Guyana 
with Leo Houlding and Waldo 
Etherington.”

Anna Taylor added: “I’m really 
happy to join the Berghaus team, 
as I agree with everything that 

the brand stands stand for, and the 
kit is great! It’s nice to be working 
with a company that promotes 
adventure and pushing your 
personal boundaries, as these are 
both aspects of life that I believe 
are very important. I’m excited 
about the opportunity to work with 
the product team to help Berghaus 
develop some even better gear for 
women, and then have the privilege 
of being among the first to put 
new designs to the test on some 
challenging climbs.”

To find out more about Berghaus 
and its team of athletes visit www.
berghaus.com, and keep up to date 
with Anna Taylor’s adventures on 
Instagram by following  
@anna_taylor_98.

a difference to the environmental 
catastrophe that is single-use 
plastic. These SIGG bottles can 
fund a new board for every 52 
bottles sold.

Stuart Theobald, at SIGG, 
said: “We’ve all seen the TV 
shows and media reports about 
single-use plastics and their 
huge damage to our oceans and 
rivers; and increasingly our urban 
environment. When we met with 2 
Minute Beach Clean we knew we 
had found the perfect partner who 
was already making a difference 
and who we could support to do 
more, bigger, better things.”
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 “Nowadays, nature and sustainability are more important, which opens up completely new  
possibilities in terms of outdoor lifestyle and glamping”  

Liese Gritsch, from Glampingwelt

From the millennials to families 
to senior citizens: they all have 
different demands and live 
their very own interpretation 
of outdoor, whether luxury 
camping or minimalist bike 
tours. Not least in view of the 
constant urbanization, the demand 
for "Outdoor+", i.e. outdoor 
sports, which go beyond classic 
outdoor activities such as hiking 
or climbing, is increasing.

Urban Outdoor: Fashion, 
Lifestyle, Zeitgeist
"Studies show that people spend 95 
per cent of their time indoors today. 
A fact that not only significantly 
affects our health, but also has a 
great effect on our creativity and 
social interaction,” explained 
Marc Fischer, Senior Director BU 
Outdoor Europe at adidas Outdoor. 
Accordingly, it is important to 
bring people back outdoors and 
at the same time offer them 
outdoor activities in the cities.

Fischer said: “For the summer 
of 2020, the MyShelter Parley 
jacket with its modern silhouette 
will bridge the gap between 
urban living spaces and outdoor 
worlds and inspire a new 
generation to move outdoors."

A trend that will also remain of 
great importance in the future. This 
is because more than 75 per cent 
of the German population already 
live in urban areas. Oliver Puchert, 
Procurist Urban Outdoor Culture 
at Sporthaus Schuster, said: “Those 
who like being outdoors dress 
accordingly. Urban Outdoor has just 
really arrived at the end consumer.”

The new Kånken Totepack from 
Fjällraven has a good chance of 
becoming the fashionable must-
have in 2020. It combines shoulder 
bag and rucksack in the legendary 
Kånken rucksack style. Cyclists 
carry the totepack on their backs 
loosely over their shoulders for 
lunch. And it also fulfills its purpose 
during the evening tours to the lake.

The US shoe manufacturer 
Keen focuses above all on 
sustainability and upcycling: the 
upper material of the latest UNEEK 
sneaker model consists entirely 
of recycled PET plastic bottles.

Urban Mobility -  
The New Desire to 
Live Without Cars
The purchasing specialist Oliver 
Puchert sees a further branch 

of growth in urban mobility, he 
said:  “Especially in larger cities, 
bicycles and e-mobility are 
booming. City commuters want 
an outfit that suits them and their 
lifestyle, that can be worn during 
the trip and the day in the office.”

Vaude has developed a cycling 
shoe with a Dualflex sole especially 
for the commuters, which allows 
good power transmission to the 
pedals as well as comfortable 
rolling behaviour when walking. 
The Munich Eco-Bikewear 
brand Triple2 sees a strongly 

GLAMPING, BIKEPACKING,  
SUP - URBANIZATION PROMOTES 

NEW OUTDOOR MOVEMENTS
In the trend report Outdoor+, ISPO shows the most important  

outdoor trends and developments for 2020 that go beyond classic activities

growing demand for feminine 
and sporty styles in 2020, 
especially in the women's sector.

Maike Niehoff, Marketing 
Manager at Triple2, summarized 
the focus topics for summer 2020 
as follows: “We continue to focus 
on the areas Merino, Ocean Waste, 
PFC Free and Made in Europe. 
New for 2020: A Merino-Tencel 
mix in the cycling jerseys.”

Yoga fans also attach great 
importance to soft, flowing fabrics 
in their outfits. Like the new Motion 
Seamless Tight from New Zealand 

Merino expert Icebreaker. The so-
called Cool-Lite material combines 
the two natural functional fibres 
merino wool and Tencel, processed 
in a seamless construction 
for high wearing comfort.

Glamping: Luxury 
Camping or Tree House? 
Everything Is Possible
Camping is a returning trend in 
and much more multi-faceted 
than before. While the German 
manufacturer Heimplanet is 
particularly targeting a young, 

hip target group with its stylish, 
inflatable tent models, Lotus Belle 
is transforming camping into 
a luxury holiday: the glamping 
tents from Austria offer 12 to 
65 square metres of space.

“Nowadays, nature and 
sustainability are more important, 
which opens up completely new 
possibilities in terms of outdoor 
lifestyle and glamping,” said Liese 
Gritsch, from Glampingwelt. 
The trend fascinates Europe 
and is finding its way into 
both tourism and events.

Bicycle Tours as 
an Alternative to 
Package Holidays
Day trips by bike are booming with 
761 million day trips per year in 
Germany. According to the ADFC, 
two thirds of them start right 
outside the front door. Outdoor 
brands are also responding to this 
with an extended range for cycling 
and bike packing. The Heilbronn 
sports goods manufacturer 
Ortlieb is a bike bag specialist 
and presents a completely new 
set-up for bike holidaymakers 
for 2020 with handlebar bag, 
top tube frame bag as well as 
multi-sport bike backpack and 
saddle bag - all waterproof.

The new unisex rain skirt of 
the Bavarian sportswear label 
Maloja protects wearers not 
only on the bike, but also on foot. 
The knee-length skirt protects 
against moisture thanks to the 
waterproof 2.5-layer laminate, 
is well ventilated and can be 
converted into a waterproof seat.

Stand-Up Paddle 
Boarding: The "Entry 
Drug" to Water Sports
What began as a leisure activity has 
developed into a veritable sport: 
stand-up paddle boarding. The 
growth rates of SUP athletes are 
still high, which can also be seen 
from the products that are sold 
through specialist retailers, said 
Flo Brunner, marketing expert at 
Starboard: "The trend is clearly 
towards touring, and fitness areas 
such as SUP yoga are becoming 
more and more important."

For Brunner, stand-up paddle 
boarding is a kind of "entry 
drug" into the world of water: 
"There are only a few sports 
where entry is relatively easy and 
independent of gender and age."
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GX Waterproof 
Daysack

Single compartment waterproof daysack 
with rolltop closure, fully taped seams, front 

panel with reflective shockcord accessory 
patch, inner key clip, inner zip pocket, haul 

loop, light padded backsystem and fully 
padded light 3d Airmesh shoulder harness, 

waiststrap, UTX duraflex buckles and 
accessories.

AMK  
Mountain Series
Find supplies quickly with the Easy 

Care Organization System in the newly 
revamped Mountain Series first aid kits 

from Adventure Medical Kits. The durable, 
water resistant bags include trauma supplies 
which are of hospital quality and are labelled 

by injury for easy access. 

Palm Tsangpo Hat
Palm Tsangpo Hat keeps your head warm. 

This Fleece beanie hat, made from stretchy, 
soft Pontetorto fabric, is great for wearing 

under your helmet or to keep in a drybag 
for emergencies. If the hat gets wet ring 

it out and put straight back on. Materials: 
Pontetorto technostretch fleece (65% 

polyester 25% polypropylene 10% elastane). 
Weight: 30g

FastFold Khaki  
& Saffron

The SUV of strollers. Take it anywhere 
thanks to high spec wheels and premium 

weather proof fabrics - the comfiest ride for 
baby and the easiest push for you.

Woolpower  
LITE Range

Woolpower LITE is a fabric that has 
exploded in popularity since Outwear 
started producing it. LITE is a thinner  

fabric that is good to use all year round. 
It feels cool against skin during warmer 
weather and warms the body when the 

temperature is cooler.

Alpine RDS  
Down Vest

New for AW19, the versatile range of 
lightweight, packable, performance 

outerwear from Mac in a Sac has now 
expanded to include a packable, high quality, 

RDS down vest. Offered to retail with 
attractive mark-ups and POS display stand. 

Become a stockist today.

ODLO Fast & Light
Small and quick to pack, super light and 
extremely functional – Odlo’s outdoor 

performance line FLI (Fast & Light) 
prepares outdoor enthusiasts for anything 

the weather throws at them while hitting the 
trail. Incredibly lightweight, the FLI 2.5L 

Jacket is the perfect packable companion for 
outdoor adventures.

Mt Blanc Pro GTX
The women’s Scarpa Mt Blanc Pro GTX 
is a warm and durable boot designed for 

technical mountaineering and winter 
climbing. The Mt Blanc Pro is built around 
the excellent technical NAG last, but now 
uses the latest Essential AC sole platform 

which is lightweight, and cushioned but also 
extremely durable. The TPU insert at the 

toe gives a quick and easy connection to the 
latest automatic crampons.

www.oxyamco.com.hk
07581741799

James.Clark@odlo.com
Odlo.com

0116 234 4611
sales@burton-mccall.com

www.adventuremedicalkits.com

www.scarpa.co.uk

www.northeastkayaks.co.uk

www.micralite.com
01576 490100

sales@outwearltd.co.uk
www.outwearltd.co.uk

028 9079 0588
sales@targetdry.com
www.targetdry.com
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La Sportiva  
Futura Woman

The Futura model belongs to the innovative 
“No-Edge” generation. The No-edge concept 

eliminates the traditional “edges” of the 
sole. This allows the foot to come into 

closer contact with the rock surface, thus 
enhancing foot sensitivity and allowing a 

greater, homogenous push on the hold. 

MT18 Outdoor
With its brightness and ease of use, this up 
to 3,000 lumens strong flashlight wins over 
hunters, campers and fishers alike. Thanks 

to its rapid focus, you can focus it using 
just one hand and it can even be positioned 

vertically on the floor due to its flat end 
cap. The strong battery can be charged via 

USB 3.0 and has a quick charge feature. The 
darkness doesn’t stand a chance against you.

Harvey Maps Assynt
Detailed map for hillwalkers and climbers 

of the spectacular peaks of Assynt at 
1:40,000 scale. Includes Quinag, Suilven, 

Stac Pollaidh, Cul Mor and Ben More 
Assynt. Enlargements at 1:15,000 scale of 
Stac Pollaidh, Suilven and Quinag on the 

reverse. Climbing crags are highlighted and a 
climbing route on Stac Pollaidh is included. 

The map area includes two Munros, nine 
Corbetts and six Grahams. Tough, light, 

durable and 100 per cent waterproof.

Anker PowerPort 
Solar Lite

When you’re out enjoying the great outdoors, 
enjoy yet another perk: free limitless 

power. Simply spread out the solar panels 
or attach to your pack to start repowering 

your gadgets. Exclusive to Anker, PowerIQ 
discovers and replicates your device’s 

original charging protocol to provide its 
fastest possible charging speed up to 2.1 

amps overall (with enough direct sunlight). 

Farpoint Trek 55
The Farpoint Trek 55 is equipped with an 

adjustable trampoline suspended mesh 
backsystem providing ultimate ventilation 

when hiking in warmer climes. It also boasts 
the Farpoint’s signature suitcase style 

opening for easy packing and access. While 
in transit you can deploy the Aircover to 

protect your pack as it makes its way to the 
hold luggage. 

Rainbow One  
Person Tent

Updated for 2019, the Rainbow is the solo 
version of Tarptent’s most popular shelter, 
the Double Rainbow, and includes the same 

special features. An exceptional balance 
of strength, spaciousness, and value, the 

Rainbow is ideal for people who want a light 
tent with a large living space. The Rainbow 

is easy to set up and can be converted to 
freestanding with trekking poles.

Wilderness Wash
Sea to Summit’s super concentrated 

Wilderness Wash goes a long way, it is 
gentle on fabrics and skin but effective on 

dishes and laundry stains. Available in their 
popular “Pocket Soap” (50 leaves) version, 
and in two liquid versions; one unscented 
and one with Citronella and Sandalwood 

essential oils to help deter bugs and odours. 
All versions are biodegradable. Three sizes 

including 40ml, 89ml, 250ml.

Petzl Duo S
Ultra-powerful with 1,100 lumens in 

BOOST mode, the DUO S headlamp runs 
on a rechargeable battery. Waterproof 
and durable, it is ideal for demanding 

sports such as caving, orienteering and 
cycling. Featuring the FACE2FACE anti-
glare function, a Petzl patent, the DUO S 
headlamp allows users to face each other 

without blinding one another, making group 
activities more comfortable.

www.lasportiva.com www.ledlenser.comwww.harveymaps.co.ukwww.anker.com

www.ospreyeurope.com www.tarptent.com www.seatosummit.co.ukwww.petzl.com
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British outdoors brand, 
Berghaus has appointed Gung 
Ho Communications to manage 
their lifestyle press office for 
the forthcoming AW19 season.

The agency will also lead on 
building brand advocacy via 
influencers and brand activations 
such as the forthcoming TIME TO 
GET OUT campaign.

Born in 1966, Berghaus have 
remained pioneers within the 
outdoors sector and the AW19 
collection will be available at the 
agency’s London show room.

Sophie Hadded, Managing 
Director, said: “We look forward to 
utilising the extensive range of our 
new client.”

Berghaus take on Gung  
Ho Communications

Are you protecting your 
brand or brands which you 
represent effectively? Are 
you aware of the different ways 
your IP can be stolen and your 
customers misled?

The world of counterfeiting 
and intellectual property theft is 
ever-evolving and advancing. To 
provide members with important 
insights and preventive measures, 
the OIA has teamed up with one 
of its members SnapDragon 
Monitoring and the intellectual 
property law firm UDL to deliver 
this all-important forum.

The forum takes place on 
October 24 in London, starting 
at 12.30pm with a networking 
lunch and will finish at 3.30pm 
and is completely free to attend 
for all OIA members. The OIA 
would also like to invite non-
members from across the outdoor 
industries to attend the event, 
all non OIA members will be 
required to pay a £20 fee which 
will be used to help cover the cost 
of the event.

The presentations will cover all 
aspects of intellectual property 
rights and infringements 
including trademarks, design 
rights and copyrighting so 
counterfeiting of physical 
products as well as other forms 
of IP theft will be discussed. Due 
to the range and depth of the 
topics discussed, the forum will 
appeal not just to manufacturers, 
retailers and distributors but also 
all manner of service providers, 
charities and non-profits.

OIA members forums are 
fantastic events to interact and 
network with colleagues from 
across the outdoor sectors while 

dryrobe, producers of the 
world’s most advanced change 
robe, have partnered with 
ÖTILLÖ Race - the original 
Swimrun event, regarded as 
one of the toughest endurance 
events on the planet.

The partnership will see dryrobe 
become the official change robe 
providers to ÖTILLÖ’s Swimrun 
races, which involve teams of 
two, trail running and open water 
swimming together across some  
of the most stunning locations in 
the world.

In line with the new deal, dryrobe 
will also support the ÖTILLÖ Race 
World Championships taking place 
this September in the Stockholm 
archipelago, Sweden - the 
birthplace of Swimrun.

Swimrun began in Sweden as 
the result of a drunken bet between 
friends. In 2002, after a late night 
of drinking, two pairs of friends 
challenged each other to a race 
across the Stockholm Archipelago 
(75km over land and water) with 
the only rule being that they had 
to pass three different restaurants 

Fearless runners will launch themselves down near-vertical 
gradients in a race on the world’s most notorious ski slope.

Returning for a second year, the inov-8 Descent Race on the Hahnenkamm 
mountain in Kitzbuhel, Austria, is being staged on October 5 – and entries 
remain open.

Revered amongst downhill skiers on the world cup circuit, the 
Hahnenkamm, which steepens to an insane gradient of 80 per cent,  
will provide runners with the ultimate opportunity to test their bravery.

inov-8 COO Michael Price said: “It’s got to be one of the most innovative 
and, although relatively short in distance, toughest sporting events in  
the world.

“Last year saw hundreds of spectators line the legendary slope and watch 
on as runners got to grips with the demanding 350m long slalom-style course. 
This year we’re expecting even bigger crowds and even faster speeds!”

Starting from the iconic ski gate at the top of the mountain, runners will 
propel themselves down the slope at 30-second intervals. Between them and 
the finish line below will be a series of ski flags which they must weave round. 

Each runner will get two attempts at the course, with their times added 
together to decide the final results. The male and female winner will each 
receive €300.

Last year’s victors were Daniel Hauser and Lisa Kroll, who also hold the 
course records at 54:65secs and 1min 22:18secs respectively.

Price added: “To tame the Hahnenkamm, runners will need total 
commitment and lots of underfoot traction. Our graphene-enhanced running 
shoes, like the MUDCLAW G 260, offer the world’s toughest grip to those 
racing the world’s toughest downhill.”

For more details, or to enter the 2019 inov-8 Descent Race,  
visit: www.inov-8.com/descent

OIA announces a members’  
forum on counterfeiting

gaining key insights on topics that 
directly effects UK and European 
businesses and the economy.

Spaces are limited, register 
your place by emailing 
bookings@theoia.co.uk. For more 
information visit theoia.co.uk/
members-forum-counterfeiting.

The current  
state of affairs
Counterfeiting is a global 
problem that’s threatening 
nearly every consumer product 
across every category and it’s on 
the rise. Counterfeits, typically 
manufactured in Asia (China and 
Hong Kong accounting for 84 per 
cent of all fake good production), 
are growing at an incredible 15 per 
cent per year.

The EU office for Intellectual 
Property (EUIPO) states, ‘the 
world-wide volume of trade in 
counterfeit goods is estimated at 
$509 billion, amounting to 3.3% 
of world trade (up from 2.5% of 
world trade in 2013)’. Closer to 
home, EUIPO states that the 
imports of counterfeits into the 
EU from the rest of the world are 
now estimated at EUR 121 billion, 
or 6.8 per cent of total EU imports.

Several sources also report:
• The manufacture of counterfeit 

clothes and accessories takes 
out €26 billion from the 
European fashion industry 
every year (EUIPO, 2019).

• A EUIPO report estimates that 
counterfeits in the fashion 
sector account for about ten  
per cent of the total sales 
(EUIPO, 2019).

• While counterfeits can impact a 
brands revenue and reputation, 
for their consumers the impacts 

can be significantly more 
severe, often putting their 
health and safety at risk 
(EUIPO, 2016).
Economic loss per industry 
sector in million Euros, based 
on EUIPO figures (EUIPO, 
2019).

• A staggering 6.8 per cent of 
non-EU imports into the 
European Union are fakes 
and infringements. In 2016, 
over of half of seized fake 
goods were found in Germany, 
Italy, Switzerland and France 
(Financial Times, 2019).

• Brand Counterfeiting Report 
stated that the current global 
value of counterfeits was more 
than $1.2trn, with predictions 
suggesting it would pass 
$1.82trn by the start of 2020 
(iNews, 2018).

•  In the UK, it has been 
recorded that due to a rise 
in counterfeits in 2013, 
approximately £4bn of tax 
revenue was lost and over 
60,000 jobs (iNews, 2018).

• Of all social media 
transactions recorded in 
the UK in 2017, 17.5 per cent 
of them were counterfeits. 
A shocking, 88 per cent of 
these transactions were from 
consumers who knowingly 
purchased an infringing 
product (IPO, 2017).
Traditionally, this has been 

an issue that’s impacted other 
sectors such as the fashion 
and sports markets. However, 
with participation in outdoor 
sports growing and its clothing 
becoming more popular on the 
high street, we are seeing more 
and more counterfeit products. 

Downhill running race 
returns to the world’s 
most notorious ski slope

dryrobe announces partnership with ÖTILLÖ Race

on the islands between the start 
and the finishing line. The losers 
had to pay for the hotel, dinner and 
drinks of the other team at the end 
of the race. Two teams of two set off 
and ended up finishing more than 
24 hours later. They enjoyed the 
experience so much that they did it 
all again the next year.

In 2006, Michael Lemmel and 
Mats Skott were asked if they could 
make a commercial race out of 

this endurance challenge. They 
called the race ÖTILLÖ (which 
translates as ‘island to island’ 
in Swedish). ÖTILLÖ is now 
considered one of the toughest 
endurance races in the world, 
and Swimrun events take place in 
unique locations including Hvar 
in Croatia, the Engadin Valley in 
Switzerland and the Isles of Scilly.

The World Championship still 
take place where it all began on 
the Stockholm Archipelago, with 
competitors racing across the 
island taking on 10km of open 
water and 65km of trail running.

Sticking to its roots, ÖTILLÖ 
Race Swimrun is a team sport, 
with teams of two racing together 
along a pre-marked course, both 
running and swimming within ten 
metres of each other, sharing the 
experience. This encapsulates the 
spirit of Swimrun, which is based 
on teamwork, motivation, fun 
and passion. ÖTILLÖ also see the 
sport from a sustainable  
angle and at every race 
location, they work with local 
environmental organisations.

Michael Lemmel, Race 
Director ÖTILLÖ and Founder 
of Swimrun, said: “We are very 
pleased to start working with 
dryrobe as they will play an 
important part in our safety 
management as we now can keep 
cold racers warm.

“A huge bonus is that dryrobe is 
the go-to choice for a functional 
and warm changing robe in our 
day-to-day Swimrun practice. 
Now we will also look better!”

Gideon Bright, dryrobe founder 
and director added: “We’re very 
excited to be working with such an 
amazing organisation. Swimrun 
embraces the same values of 
outdoor adventure, connecting 
with nature and community spirit 
that we have here at dryrobe, so 
this is a perfect fit.

“We can’t wait to be part of this 
awesome event at the birthplace 
of Swimrun.”

Visit www.otilloswimrun.com 
to find out more about the series, 
or www.dryrobe.com to purchase 
your own special edition  
ÖTILLÖ dryrobe.
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